Let us all keep the Buzz on!
Everyone loves style and fashion but they don´t talk about it. My classmates have many fashion conscious girls and boys. Everyone dresses nice in their own ways. Not everyone likes the same clothes. I think we have the best dressed class.

We are modern, we follow the trends but everyone in his/her own way. Boys are wearing modern because they want to make an impress on girls. On the other hand girls are wearing trendy and sometimes sporty because they wants the boys to notice them. Some of us wear rock clothes like jeans and leathers jackets or proper clothes like dresses and nice skirts.
I love my style and I wouldn’t change it for anything. But also I respect other style and fashion, too. So here is advice, don’t dress up for others dress up for yourself!

Yesterday I had an interview with Lea Pupačić, one of the Fashion Lovers in my class. I asked her something about Autumn fashion and stuff like that. Happy reading!

“The following Autumn the world’s streets will be filled with floral patterns such us necklace, prints on T-shirts and pants as well as well-known floral patterns on dresses.
Lea said and added: “The students of our class will also overpower the latest news scurrying run to the city in order to at least a fraction of so untouchable world from the catwalks, the streets of New York City, Paris and London bring to their wardrobes. And so if you don’t shine in Hollywood then you should shine in school.”

Jeans denim jackets are back (on track), teenagers are crazy about jeans with prints and always “IN” leather jackets.
I love sport. My friends love it too. We are crazy about sport. We are also good at it. Our favourite sport is football. We watch every game and know every player. Sometimes I think that we know more about football than boys do. We are all proud of that. Our favourite football player is Neymar. He is the best!
Adidas is a German multinational factory that designs sports equipment. It is the largest sportswear manufacturer in Europe and the second biggest in the world, after Nike. Adidas is a member of the Adidas group, which consists of many factories of sports clothes such as Reebok, Taylor-Made-Adidas, and Rockpord. Adidas was founded on the 18th of August in 1949 and its history begins with two brothers, Adolf and Rudolf Dassler. When Adolf came back from World War I, he started to produce his own sports shoes in his mother's wash kitchen in Bavaria. In July 1924, his brother Rudolf returned to his home to join his brothers' business, which became “Dassler Brothers Shoe Factory”. Then the company begins to grow up especially after they made sports shoes for Jesse Owens during the Olympic Games in Berlin in 1936. During World War II, Adidas has made equipment for the German army.
Need a friend? Text me.

Need a laugh? Call me.

Need money? This number is no longer in service.

This monkey is monkey, a monkey, good monkey, way monkey, to monkey, keep monkey, an monkey, idiot monkey, busy monkey, for monkey, 20 monkey, seconds monkey! ... Now read without the word monkey.

..Ranipet-Lawyer D.Md.Sadhiquddin
Teacher: Maria please point to America on the map.

Maria: This is it.

Teacher: Well done. Now class, who found America?

Class: Maria did.

A: Doctor, will I be able to play the piano after the operation?

B: Yes, of course.

A: Great! I never could before!

A: Meet my new born brother.

B: Oh, he is so handsome! What's his name?

A: I don’t know. I can’t understand a word he says.

What are the three quickest ways of spreading a gossip.

- Telegram
- Telephone
- Tell a woman
Across
1. You go there to catch a bus.
4. I am __ the beach.
5. You go there to watch movies.
7. My book is __ my bag.
8. You go there to swim
9. You go there when you are sick.
11. I go to piano class __ Friday.
12. I am going __ buy a computer.

Down
2. You go there to study.
3. You park your car there.
6. You go there to see monkeys and snakes.
10. He __ eating pizza.
OUR EXCURSION

(Last year when we were 7th graders)
How to start? How to talk? How to think about all the memories that are passing now in my mind. Brings memories...

April 27th:

6:00- I am waking up. I still can’t believe I am going to our excursion. I feel excited.

7:00-16:00- Right now we are driving in a bus. We are having a great time. We are singing, dancing, talking, playing and taking a lot of selfies.

16:00-18:00- Right now we are in cathedral in Đakovo. It is majestic. Before the cathedral we went to see some pretty boring horse show. We also went to horse stables of special breed of horses. That breed is called Lipicanci. The horses are beautiful but the smell is awful.

19:00-21:00- Right now we are having a dinner. We arrived in our room at about 19:00. I am in room with Luka and Julien and we’ve got awesome room with LCD-TV.

21:30-00:00- We had a great disco night! It was great, although the music was too loud. Now I am in room 6, playing “truth or dare” with my friends and having a great time.
April 28th:

3:00 - I am sooooo tired! I am going to bed.

8:00 We are in the bus driving to Vukovar. We woke up at 7:00, had breakfast and went straight into the bus. I heard that Vukovar is a very nice city and I can’t wait to visit it.

8:30-14:00 - We are having lunch in hotel Lav, Vukovar. Earlier we went to the hospital of Vukovar. It is very shocking and terrifying in what conditions those injured men and women had to be. It is almost heartbreaking. We also went to Ovčara. It is very beautiful but also kind of spooky. Especially the cemetery. Also Vukovar itself is a nice city.

15:00-20:00 - We visited the museum of Vukovar. It was great, but the tourist guide was very, very boring. We also went into military complex. We arrived in hotel at 17:00. We talked and played cards till dinner. Right now we are having a dinner and after dinner we will go to pool complex.

21:30-00:30 - It was great at the pools. We had a great time, especially in a hot tub. I almost melted in it. Now we are in our room, talking with our friends.

April 29th:

08:00 - We are in the bus driving towards Kopački Rit.

09:30-14:00 - We were in Kopački Rit and it was very good and very cold. It was beautiful: the forest, birds, river Danube and Drava. After that we went to wine basements, road and factory of Belje. We are now having lunch, and later we will go to Osijek.

16:30-18:30 - We visited the old fortress of Osijek. We also went on a main square and into cathedral. It was very
beautiful. Right now we are on a bus back to Vinkovci. After dinner we will go to pools, again.

00:30-04:00- Again, it was great at the pools. After the pools we invited some friends to our room and played “truth or dare”. We had a great time and some pretty sick challenges. Now it is 4:00 and I am going to bed.

April 30th:

08:00 We are on a bus to home. We will stop at Bošnjaci in a forest museum and in Osekovo for a lunch and a ride trough the field of the river Lonja. I feel tired!!

21:45- We had a good time today. It was nice in Bošnjaci. The museum guide was interesting. The ride in Osekovo was pretty good and the lunch was tasty. We had a great time in a bus too. We danced, singed, played and talked. We even had a contest for the best, prettiest boy/girl of excursion. Now at the end of excursion I must say it was awesome at Vinkovci. I will miss my friends and Vinkovci too. It was the best four days of my life. But first, I am going to bed.

BY: Anteo Vukasović 8.a
His eyes, his eyes,
Make my heart
Like a dynamite.

His lips, his lips,
Make my hands
Go round and round.

His smile, his smile,
Makes my heart
Skip a beat.

His laugh, his laugh,
Sounds like heaven
To my ears.

His words, his words,
Make me fall in love
With him all over again.

When I see him with her,
I hope they are perfect two.
And even though it breaks me down,
All I feel for him is love.

POETRY BY: Martina Jurčević, Leona Križanac and Marija Čagalj 8.c
Fill in the blanks with “at”, “on” or “in”.

1. I don’t usually work _______ weekends.

2. The dog is sitting _______ the floor.

3. I like to study _______ my bedroom.

4. I go to work _______ the morning.

5. I go to work _______ 9 am.

6. I have lunch _______ the afternoon.

7. I woke up _______ the night.

8. I go to sleep _______ night.

9. It’s my birthday _______ Saturday.

10. We close _______ 8 o’clock.
6 A: Are you coming on the camping trip with us?  
B: No, I ........................................ (NEGATIVE) 

7 Dad ........................................ me use his car all weekend. It was great. 

8 Put that cigarette out, please. You................................. smoke in here. (NEGATIVE) 

9 My evil parents ................................. me study for my exams all last weekend! 

10 My mean brother refuses to ................................. me use his computer. 

11 Mum ........................................ me try on a brown dress in the shop. It was so embarrassing. 

12 Ssssh! You................................. talk in the library. (NEGATIVE) 

13 A: Why the heck did you do it?  
B: They ................................. me. 

14 Come on! ................................. me have a go. 

15 A: I................................. go to the disco anymore. (NEGATIVE)  
B: Really?! Your parents are mean, horrible and cruel!
put verbs into passive

1. This safe **hasn’t been opened** (not open) for twenty years.
2. English ___________ (speak) all over the world.
3. Many accidents ___________ (cause) because of dangerous driving.
4. Originally the book ___________ (write) in Spanish a few years ago.
5. The roof of the building ___________ (damage) in a storm three days ago.
6. A cinema is a place where films ___________ (show).
7. Colour films ___________ (introduce) in the late 1920s.
8. A black belt ___________ (wear) by judo masters.
Quiz 19  
One-word and complex prepositions

Choose the most suitable preposition (a, b or c) to fill the blank.

1. That's typical of Tina. It's just ________ her to complain.
   a) like    b) until    c) concerning

2. I can't talk now. But we can talk about it ________ dinner tonight.
   a) over    b) on to    c) within

3. Come ________ 9 o'clock. Any time from 8.30 to 9.30 is ok.
   a) around   b) throughout  c) up to

4. If the sea rises, some countries will be ________ sea-level.
   a) pending   b) outside of  c) below

5. Everybody came at 9am, ________ Nell who came at 10am.
   a) apart from    b) underneath  c) up against

6. There is a good view from my hotel because it is ________ a hill.
   a) in        b) except    c) on top of

7. She started to walk ________ the man, but he followed her.
   a) down    b) away from  c) out of

8. They sat ________ each other in the cinema and held hands.
   a) below    b) next to  c) via

9. There are 31 days ________ December.
   a) in    b) on    c) into

10. I sat in the back, ________ the driver. Andrea sat in front.
    a) in face of    b) to  c) behind

Answers: 1a, 2a, 3a, 4c, 5a, 6c, 7b, 8b, 9a, 10c
Celebrities and Adjectives

Leonardo DiCaprio
Elegant, expensive, glamorous, trendy

Gwen Stefani
Casual, chic, trendy, expensive, glamorous
Expensive,
glamorous, elegant,
old-fashioned

Queen Elizabeth II.

Elegant, interesting,
glamorous, expensive,
a mini skirt

Katy Perry
Elegant, expensive, glamorous, high heels, an evening dress

Beyoncé

Casual, original, interesting, trendy, expensive, baggy trousers, military boots

Pharrell Williams
Lady Gaga

Original, expensive, tacky, interesting,
weird, showy

Casual, scruffy,
tacky
Do you sometime have similar dilemmas...

My best friend is coming and I haven’t dressed yet. I usually get ready on time, but now I am sitting here in my pyjamas, and I have got no idea what to wear. I have tried on my best clothes, but I look awful. I can’t even button up my new slim-fit jeans! And my dresses and mini skirts are all out-of-date. I have always been trendy. And now look at me. I am wearing my mum’s pyjamas. I haven’t even put on my make-up yet.
JUSTIN BIEBER is one of the most famous artists of 21. century. He has broken almost every record that exist and he won God knows how many awards. But not all records are good ones. For example, his song Baby has 1B views, 2M likes, and 4M dislikes- most dislikes in the history of You Tube. He had a lot of haters. He has got threatening letters and calls. Because of it he started act badly. It has just made him feel down him. I mean he may be popular but he still have feelings like every other human being. Anyway, on November 13th 2015. His album Purpose came out. His songs on hat CD broke around 25 records. His song What do you mean is the song of the year 2015. He gained a lot of followers on Twitter, Instagram and other social networks. 50% of all his ex-haters don’t hate him anymore because he makes better music now. His most loyal fans hate the fact that ex- haters are joining the fandom (Beliebers) because they know that if he makes another mistake, they will become haters again. And I totally agree with them. As for his style, it is pretty interesting and original. He wears (not so) baggy trousers, with hoodie. Most of the time you can see him wearing Adidas. And he just loves caps. He would look weir without it. Oh and he is model for Calvin Klein, so I am free to say that he loves fashion.
SELENA GOMEZ was born in Grand Prairie, Texas, on July 22nd 1992. Her mother commonly known as Mandy, gave a birth Selena at age of 16. Selena Gomez began her carrier in show business in 2001. When she preformed on the popular children program - Barney and friends -as Gianna. After that she auditioned for other shows without much success. She landed a small role in the movie Spy kids 3D: Game over in 2003., and a bit part as Julie on Walker, Texas Ranger. Trial by Fire in 2005. She also signed on to play Emily Grace Garcia in Brain Zapped in 2006., and even recorded a song for the show. After that she started to act in many more movies, she was really good. When I was younger, I was so excited to watch her because she was kid with talent, I was so jelaous on her. Today she is successful teenage girl with impressive carrier, she is very pretty and very good girl. I watched a lot of videos how she helps to poor kids and older people. I like her style.
Frida Kahlo was born on July 6, Mexico in 1907. She was a Mexican self-portrait artist who was married to Diego Rivera in 1929 and is still admired as a feminist icon. Frida Kahlo began painting after she was severely injured in a bus accident. She exhibited her paintings in Paris and Mexico. After the accident Frida Kahlo turned her attention away from the study of medicine to begin a full-time painting career. The accident left her in a great deal of pain while she recovered in a full body cast she painted to occupy her time during her temporary state of immobilization. She was drawing her personal experiences, including her marriage, her miscarriages and her operations. Frida Kahlo once said: "I paint myself because I am often alone and I am the subject I know the best." A few days before she died on July 13, 1954, she wrote in her diary: "I hope the exist is joyful and I hope never to return Frida." Later, in his autobiography, Diego Rivera wrote that the day she died was the most tragic day of his life, adding that, too late, he had realized that the most wonderful part of his life had been his love for her.
Jean Henri Dunant was born on May 8, 1828, in Geneva, Switzerland, to parents who belonged to nobility. Combining Christian faith with a strong sense of charity, humanity and justice, his parents taught their young son to respect and support those in need. In 1859, a battle was raging at the town of Solferino in Northern Italy. There the Swiss businessman Henry saw thousands of Italian, French and Austrian soldiers killing each other. He organised aid work. Later he wrote the book "A Memory of Solferino" which contained a plan: all countries should form associations to help sick and wounded on the battlefield - whichever side they belong to. In 1901 he was awarded the first-ever Nobel Prize. He lived in the nursing home in Heiden until his death. He died on 30 October 1910, and his final words were: "Where has humanity gone?". His birthday is celebrated as the World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day.
Nikola Tesla was born on July 10, 1856 in Smiljan, Lika. Nikola was the fourth of five children, having one older brother (Dane who was killed in a horse-riding accident when Nikola was five) and three sisters (Milka, Angelina and Marica). His family moved to Gospic in 1862. He attended school in Karlovac. He finished a four-year term in the span of three years. In December 1878, Tesla left and broke all relations with his family. His friends thought that he has drowned in Mura River. His childhood dream was to come to America to harness the power of Niagara falls. Young Nikola Tesla came to USA in 1884, he spent the next 59 years in New York. He also started working with Edison, but they disagreed so Tesla continued to work alone. He claimed that he is not an inventor but discoverer of things in nature. He was extremely tall, he was in a great shape and he had a good manners, also he spoke six languages and had a few close friends. Poor and reclusive, Nikola Tesla died on January 7, 1943, at the age of 86, in New York City.